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The Alpine 1-38 claims, grant # YCO1902-YCO1938 registered to Shawn Kvan 
will be renewed for 1 year. Prospecting on the alpine claims have located a large quartz 
structure canying arsenopyrite with low gold value. Prospecting has also located a large I 
meter wide massive sulfide vein. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Alpme claims where staked to cover a high gold geochem anomaly, 520 ppb 
in a silt sample taken by a YTG geologist, JeffBond. This high geochem is situated just 
below a I.P. anomaly located by a Cominco geophysics survey in 1982. 

LOCATION 

The Alpine claim block is located on the border of the Dawson; Mayo mining 
district. It is 35 miles north west of Mayo at the head waters of the Forty mile creek. 

ACCESS 

Access can be attained via helicopter from Mayo or Dawson City. One can also 
gain access from the clear creek road where there is a old cat road following a ridge 
south of the main clear creek. The old cat road starts about 2 mile before you hit the old 
dredge on the main clear creek and it's on the south side. The road was put in to gain 
access to the property in the early 1980 when cat trench where put in on the old Sterling 
property which is now covered by the Alpine claim block. 



PROPERTY GEOLOGY 

The property geology according to the Spraque Creek geological map. The Alpinc 
claims are located in the Tombstone strain zone of the Hyland group. This group is 
located in the upper Proterozoic- lower Cambrian rock unit. The Cominco assessment 
report # 091008 also points out to numerous intrusion of sills and dikes of two ditferent 
age. Some of the Mcquesten suite and some of the Tombstone suite. 

WORK PERFORMED1 METHODS 

1 research assessment records and found that Cominco had cut a grid and 
performed a I.P. survey over the alpine claim area. The I.P. survey revealed 3 anomalous 
zones. One of these anomaly called anomaly B coincided with a high ggld geochem silt 
anomaly of 520 ppb taken on a regional silt survey by a YTG geologist Jeff Bond. The 
high gold anomaly is situated 250 meter downstream from anomaly B. I and Scott 
Fleming proceeded to relocated the old Cominco grid and find the anomalous areas of 
there grid. We took a few soil across all three anomalies. We also prospected off the old 
grid and found the massive sultide showing along the Forty mile creek. Thk showing is a 
one meter wide massive sulfide showing composing of sphalerite . chalcopyrite, and 
galena. The showing is in a shear zone with massive quartz surrounded it. The quartz unit 
is up to 10 meter wide composed of quartz and arsenopyriye. I took rock sample of 
various rock units around the massive sulfide showing and of the quartz unit. Scott 
Fleming also took silts sample from various small creek draining into the Forty mile 
creek. All sample where placed into Kraft paper bags. 



INTERPRETATION 

SOILS 

I took 8 soils across the I.P. anomaly A . The results for gold where disappointing 
with the highest value at 26 ppb. The ICP revealed anomalous values in As, Ag, Zn, Cd 
and Pb. I ran 3 soils across I.P. anomaly B with very low gold results. I ran two soils 
across anomalv C with no gold results. 

ROCKS 

Rock sample from the Alpine claims showed slightly anomalous values in gold 
with sample ALPSR99R16 given a value of 123 ppb Au and 4.3% As. 

The massive sulfide showing gave a grab sample of 22041 Zn, 16.5ppm Ag, 
6080ppm Cu with anomalous Cd and Co value and interesting low As value of 86ppm. 

Rock unit of Massive quartz found 35 meter up stream from the zinc showing 
gave a low Au value of 33ppb Au with anomalous value in Ag of 10.2ppm, Cu 266ppm, 
Pb 170 ppm, Zn 1 1  06ppm, As 4975ppm and Bi 2ppm. Another quartz outcrop 40 meter 
downstream from the zinc showing gave low Au value but again gave slightly anomalous 
value in Zn 526ppm and As 1071 ppm. 

The result from the small number of rock sample taken offthe Alpine claim block 
shows more promise in base metal value than gold. Although gold should not be 
discounted a larger number of sample should be taken to follow up both base metal and 
minor gold value from the large quartz system around the base metal showing. 



RECOMMONDATION 

I would recommend a deeper soil survey over the I.P. anomalies on the Alpine 
claims. The small number of soil taken over the LP. anomalies have not yet explain there 
nature. I would also suggest taken more rock sample from around the base metal 
showing. It seems from these few sample of rocks and soil that the alpine claims have not 
only a gold potential but also a base metal potential. 

COST 

Hel~copter from Mayo 
Assays 
Prospector 
Shawn Ryan 5 5 Days @ 250 
Helper 
Scott Fleming 5 5 Days @ 150 
Food 10 man days @ 35 00 
Report 

Total 



QUALIFICATIONS 

I have worked in the exploration business for the last 19 years. I have run 
geophysical survey for the last 12 years. I have being actively prospecting in the Yukon 
for the last 7 years. I have personally work on this project and state that all the data to be 
true. 

Prospector 
Shawn Rvan 



ROCK DESCRIPTION 

ALPSR99R02 Float 
Ryodacite with Arsenopyrite 
UTM: 7076350N 401 800E 

ALPSR99R16 Float 
Quartz with Arsenopyrite 
UTM: 7075400N 403700E 

ALPSR99R33 Outcrop 
Schisty Phyllite 
UTM: 7076700N 403800E 

ALPSR99R36 Outcrop 
Quartz with Arsenopyrite 
UTM: 7076250N 404050E 

ALPSR99K37 Outcrop 
Massive sulfide vein sphalerite with chalcopynte and galena 
UTM: 7076350N 404000E 

ALPSR99R38 Outcrop 
Quartz with minor sphalerite and arsenopyrite 
UTM: 7076390N 404000E 
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